Case Study

SYMMETRICOM SALES FORCE NOW SINGING FROM THE SAME ‘BLOG
Any marketing director for a large company with multiple divisions spread across the
country or around the world, can relate to Jeanne Hopkins’ situation. Hopkins, Senior
Manager E-Marketing and Transactional Sales Channels for Symmetricom, Inc – the world’s
leading provider of atomic clocks and precision timing devices and equipment – sensed an
information gap. Specifically, the company’s worldwide sales force did not have a shared
understanding of product specifications, pricing and availability. Nor did it fully understand
corporate policies and procedures or take advantage of the sales and marketing programs,
including advertising, trade shows and conferences, implemented by Jeanne and her team.
A Complicated Mix of Circumstances
Symmetricom relies on a decentralized
sales force that includes several hundred
representatives and distributors scattered
literally throughout the world. Many are in
remote areas, working primarily on their own
with little continuous contact with even their
regional office. It proved very difficult to
proactively reach each representative with
product changes, discontinuances, new pricing
information and new staffing announcements in
a consistent and coherent manner. A recent
merger added to the confusion. Symmetricom
purchased both Datum, the company that
makes the rubidium clocks used in satellites,
and TrueTime, a timing, test and measurement
company, approximately 18 months ago. Each company’s sales force had to quickly
learn deeply technical specs and features of the other company’s product offerings. Also
complicating matters was the fact that key managers ended up on opposite sides of the
U.S. For example, Hopkins works in Massachusetts where certain clocks are manufactured,
while the rest of her department is in Santa Rosa, California. Company headquarters are
in San Jose.
IMN DirectBlog – The Right Idea at the Right Time
Fortunately, Hopkins knew what she needed to do: create a centralized e-file of
company news and product updates in order to keep all of Symmetricom’s sales reps
and distributors, along with their corporate managers, up-to-date and informed. The
challenge was finding the right vehicle. Hopkins didn’t have to look far for her solution.
In fact, she was already using IMN’s e-marketing services to compose, distribute and
manage seven different e-newsletters on a regular basis. Each e-newsletter is geared to
a specific product audience and each takes advantage of IMN’s content tracking and
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reporting capabilities as well as its list and subscription management services. In additional
to basic send, delivery, open and bounce rates, one look at her IMN report tells Hopkins
which articles her various subscriber audiences read the most.
Last August, on a visit to IMN’s web site, Hopkins saw an announcement introducing
DirectBlog and knew she’d found the answer to her sales communications challenge.
Weblogs are fast becoming the new way to e-communicate – particularly among the
techno-savvy. They work like an online running log or diary. The host of the “blog” posts
articles, news and commentary on a regular basis. It can be pushed via email or accessed
via an RSS feed. Or it can simply have a permanent link on the company’s web site. The
audience opens the blog and finds a threaded stream of postings dating back to Day One.
Here was the repository Hopkins needed. Moreover, IMN’s DirectBlog included detailed
content behavioral analytics. Not only could she provide the sales channel with important
information, she could learn back from the worldwide force how to better support them
on an ongoing basis.
Highly Effective, Easy to Produce
Symmblog now keeps almost 325 sales people, distributors, service representatives and
corporate managers continuously informed. According to Hopkins, “Since September I’ve
published 26 issues – one per week. I use it to communicate product changes, welcome
new sales engineers or support personnel, and remind people of upcoming sales meetings
and to use the extranet site. OEM manufacturers, our biggest customer group, are
constantly calling into the sales admin people and asking for things like datasheets. We
use the blog to remind our internal people that all that information is on the web site. It
offloads a lot of busy work from our staff.” Hopkins goes on to say that not only does
Symmblog help her manage information to and from the sales force, it does it at a very
low cost. “It only takes an hour or two to import and publish the weekly content.”
But Symmblog’s most impressive claim is its viewership statistics. Starting last September,
its initial open rate was 23%. By the end of December it was in the 60% range. And now
it’s tracking at 75%. Functionally, Hopkins and her team embedded links to data sheets
and web sites. There is even a response button readers can hit to email questions or
comments directly back to Hopkins and her team.
Hopkins recalls, “When I first sent it out the head of my division called my boss who then
called me and said what the heck is this? What’s a blog? Now it’s become part of our
vernacular. People expect it to be there and look forward to it. They can easily click back
into the archives. It’s really cool. Like a 3-ring binder that we add to for them every week.”
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